IN THE MATTER OF

:

BEFORE THE

WOODBINE/BRANTLY, LLC

:

HOWARD COUNTY

:

BOARD OF APPEALS

:

HEARING EXAMINER

Petitioner

:
BA Case No. 18-007C
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
DECISION AND ORDER
On November 5 and December 7, 2018, the undersigned, serving as the Howard County
Board of Appeals Hearing Examiner, and in accordance with the Hearing Examiner Rules of
Procedure, heard the petition of Woodbine/Brantly, LLC (Petitioner) for an Age-restricted, Adult
Housing (ARAH), Multi-Plex conditional use in a B-2 (Business: General) zoning district pursuant
to § 131.0.B.5 of the Howard County Zoning Regulations (HCZR).
The Petitioner certified to compliance with the notice and posting requirements of the
Howard County Code. The Hearing Examiner viewed the subject property as required by the
Hearing Examiner Rules of Procedure. Megan Reuwer, Esq., represented the Petitioner. Joseph
Rutter testified in support of the petition. No one appeared to testify in opposition to the
petition.
Petitioner introduced into evidence the exhibits as follows.
1. Amended Conditional Use Plan, November 29, 2018
2. Revised Covenants
A Preliminary Matter
The Hearing Examiner continued the November 5, 2018 hearing to allow Petitioner to
amend the conditional use plan (CUP) as necessary to show the necessary conditional use
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category use setbacks and other information. By letter of November 27, 2018, the Hearing
Examiner instructed Petitioner to revise the plan as follows. The requested revisions include
DPZ’s Division of Land Development comments specific to the conditional use category, and
which were not incorporated into the technical staff report (TSR).
Amend the conditional use petition/supplement/plan as a “redline plan” to show all proposed and
necessary changes, including the following. Attached is a copy of an amended “redline” plan. Call out all
changes on the plan numerically and list the changes on the revised plan.
Show all structure and use setbacks.
Revise the bulk requirements “note” shown on the CUP to show the correct bulk requirements, including
the use setbacks, as required by HCZR § 131.0.N.1.b(3) and including the applicable zoning district setbacks.
In general note 5, add the following: An age-restricted multiplex conditional use community is proposed
under HCZR § 131.0.N.1.b(3).
Include a note stating that 35% of the gross site area shall be open space in accordance with §
131.0.N.1.b(4).
Revise the internal driveway for lots 3 and 4 to comply with the 40-foot use setback.
Show all required well and septic setbacks.
Provide a note identifying the total net floor area for each of the four multi-plex buildings.
Please confirm that the covenants included with the petition clarify that each multi-plex building must be
held in single ownership.
At the November 5, 2018 hearing, petitioner witness Joseph Rutter testified that the “proposed dog park”
shown on the plan was only a possibility. However, the proposed conditional use requires Petitioner to
identify all proposed amenities. The redlined plan must identify all proposed amenities.

Petitioner introduced the revised CUP (RCUP) at the December 7, 2018 continuation hearing.
FINDINGS OF FACT
Based upon the preponderance of evidence presented at the hearing, the Hearing
Examiner finds the following facts:
1. Property Identification. The subject property is located on the north side of Old Frederick
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Road about 300 feet from the roundabout intersection of Old Frederick Road and MD 94. It is
located in the 6th Election District and identified as Tax Map 0007, Grid 0006, Parcel 478 and
known as 15850 Old Frederick Road (the Property).
2. Property Description. The 5.85-acre rectangular, unimproved Property has 505 feet of
frontage on the north side of Old Frederick Road and is about 550 feet deep. The land slopes
from the southwest section to the northeast.
3. Vicinal Properties. The western B-2 zoned Parcel 226 is the site of a bank. To the north is
the split zoned B-2/RC-DEO (Rural Conservation: Density Exchange Option) property improved
with a shopping center and stormwater management facility. On the B-2 section where it adjoins
the Property at its northwest corner is the Lisbon Shopping Center, which comprises two strip
centers, one with a grocery store. This B-2 section is also improved by a fast food restaurant,
bank, and gasoline service station (pad sites). The eastern RC-DEO Parcel 99 is improved by a
three-lot subdivision (the Stout Property, Record Plat 9865). Across Frederick Road to the south
are several RC-DEO zoned parcels, each improved with a single-family detached dwelling.
4. Roads. Old Frederick Road has two travel lanes within a variable width right-of-way and a
posted speed limit of 30 MPH. Technical staff reports there is no traffic count data for this portion
of old Frederick Road.
5. Water and Sewer. The proposed development will be served by private well and septic.
6. General Plan. The Property is designated as “Rural Resource” on PlanHoward 2030. The
General Plan's Transportation Map shows Old Frederick Road as a Major Collector.
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7. Zoning History.
BA 11-011C. Gas station conditional use denied December 7, 2011.
BA 07-020C. Age-restricted adult housing, multi-plex conditional use, granted by the Hearing
Examiner on December 27, 2007. Protestants who appealed the approval requested it be placed
on the unscheduled docket. The Hearing Examiner administratively dismissed the appeal on May
8, 2014.
8. Design Advisory Panel (DAP) Comments. DAP reviewed the initial plan on January 24,
2018. The TSR states these comments were included with the petition.
9. The Conditional Use Proposal (based on the RCUP). Petitioner is proposing four ARAH
multi-plex buildings, each on an individual lot. According to the RCUP, each building will be 1927sf
in net floor area. (The Hearing Examiner notes here the TSR states the proposed floor area of
each building is 4864sf.) Each building will contain three dwelling units: a one-bedroom unit, one
efficiency unit, and a three-bedroom unit. A pedestrian trail is proposed, as is a dog park on Lot
4. Eighteen parking spaces are proposed. Each building will be held in private ownership by one
property owner. The density (number of units) shall be determined by available water and septic
facilities. Figure 1 on pg. 5 shows the area of the RCUP. Figure 2 on pg. 6 identifies the revisions
and revised notes.
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Figure 1. The Revised Conditional Use Plan
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Figure 2. Redline Revisions and Notes

10. Reported Agency Comments
DPZ, Division of Land Development (DLD). DLD noted several infirmities in the CUP submitted with the
petition. The Hearing Examiner’s above-referenced letter to Petitioner incorporated these comments.
Health Department, Bureau of Environmental Health. The proposed use must go through a subdivision
process via recorded plat. All proposed structures, dwellings, and facilities must be owned by the same
entity within each recorded lot. There may not be multiple owners of proposed units via condominium
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ownership or otherwise within a single lot.

11. Joseph Rutter testified to the RCUP complying with the information requested in the
Hearing Examiner’s letter, the general conditional use standards, and the specific standards for
the proposed ARAH multiplex conditional use.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I. General Criteria for Conditional Uses (§ 131.0.B)
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Hearing Examiner concludes as follows:
1. The proposed Conditional Use plan will be in harmony with the land uses and policies in the Howard
County General Plan which can be related to the proposed use.

The Howard County General Plan designates the area in which the Property is located as
“Rural Resource." The TSR identifies Policy 9.4: "Expand housing options to accommodate the
County’s senior population who prefer to age in place and people with special needs."
2. The nature and intensity of the use, the size of the site in relation to the use, and the location of the
site with respect to streets giving access to the site are such that the overall intensity and scale of the
use(s) are appropriate for the site.

HCZR § 131.0.B.2 is an on-site evaluation of the proposed Conditional Use. The 5.88-acre
Property will be accessed from Old Frederick Road, a Major Collector. Four multi-plex buildings
and a total of twelve units are proposed, a reasonable intensity, given that the1927sf net building
footprint of each building is much smaller than the maximum 5000sf permitted. The nature and
intensity of use, as well as the scale of the use, and the location of streets providing access, are
appropriate for the site.
3. The proposed use at the proposed location will not have adverse effects on vicinal properties above
and beyond those ordinarily associated with such uses. In evaluating the proposed use under this
standard, the Hearing Authority shall consider whether or not:
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Unlike §§ 131.0.B.1 and 2, which concern the proposed use's harmony or compatibility
with the General Plan and the on-site characteristics of the proposed use, compatibility with the
neighborhood is measured under § 131.0.B.3's six "adverse effect" criteria: (a) physical
conditions; (b) structures and landscaping; (c) parking areas and loading; (4) access; (5) impact
on environmentally sensitive area, and; (6) impact on the character and significance of historic
sites. These six adverse impact tests gauge the off-site effects of the proposed conditional use.
Inherent in the assessment of a proposed conditional use under these criteria is the
recognition that virtually every human activity has the potential for adverse impact. The
assessment therefore accepts some level of such impact in light of the beneficial purposes the
zoning body has determined to be inherent in the use. Thus, the question in the matter before
the Hearing Examiner is not whether the proposed use would have adverse effects in a B-2
district. The proper question is whether there are facts and circumstances showing the particular
uses proposed at the particular location would have any adverse effects above and beyond those
inherently associated with such a special exception [conditional] use irrespective of its location
within the zones. People's Counsel for Baltimore County v. Loyola College in Maryland, 406 Md.
54, 956 A.2d 166 (2008); Schultz v. Pritts, 291 Md. 1, 432 A.2d 1319 (1981); Mossburg v.
Montgomery County, 107 Md. App. 1, 666 A.2d 1253 (1995).
For the reasons stated below, and as conditioned, the Petitioner has met its burden of
presenting sufficient evidence under HCZR § 131.0.B.3 to establish the proposed use will not have
adverse effects on vicinal properties beyond those ordinarily associated with an ARAH
conditional use development in the B-2 zoning district.
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a. The impact of adverse effects such as, but not limited to, noise, dust, fumes, odors, intensity of
lighting, vibrations, hazards or other physical conditions will be greater at the proposed site than it
would generally be elsewhere in the same zoning district or other similar zoning districts.

There is no evidence of record regarding atypical adverse effects on vicinal properties
from dust, fumes, and odors, noise, intensity of lighting, or hazards. All lighting will be residential
in character.
b. The location, nature and height of structures, walls or fences, and the nature and extent of the
existing and/or proposed landscaping on the site are such that the use will not hinder or discourage the
development and/or use of adjacent land and structures more at the subject site than it would generally
elsewhere in the same zoning district or other similar zoning districts.

No wall or fences are shown on the RCUP. According to the RCUP, all structures will meet
the 40-foot district zoning setback and the 34-foot height requirements. A Type A landscape
buffer along the perimeter will screen the dwellings from the rights-of-way and residential uses
to the south. The use will not hinder or discourage the development and/or use of adjacent land
and structures more at the subject site than it would generally elsewhere in the same zoning
district or other similar zoning districts.
c. The number of parking spaces will be appropriate to serve the particular use. Parking areas, loading
areas, driveways and refuse areas will be appropriately located and buffered or screened from public
roads and residential uses to minimize adverse impacts on adjacent properties.

HCZR § 133.0 requires 1.0 parking space per ARAH dwelling unit and 0.3 spaces per
dwelling unit for visitors (15.6 parking spaces). The CUP shows 28 parking spaces. Parking will be
appropriately screened and buffered from surrounding areas. There is no dedicated refuse area.
d. The ingress and egress drives will provide safe access with adequate sight distance, based on actual
conditions, and with adequate acceleration and deceleration lanes where appropriate. For proposed
Conditional Use sites which have driveway access that is shared with other residential properties, the
proposed Conditional Use will not adversely impact the convenience or safety of shared use of the
driveway.
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The proposed conditional use will be accessed from Old Frederick Road. The relatively low
anticipated traffic associated with the use will have safe access with adequate sight distance,
which technical staff reports is more than 500 feet to the west and 400 feet to the east. There is
no shared driveway access.
e. The proposed use will not have a greater potential for adversely impacting environmentally sensitive
areas in the vicinity than elsewhere.

There are no known environmentally sensitive areas in the vicinity.
f. The proposed use will not have a greater potential for diminishing the character and significance of
historic sites in the vicinity than elsewhere.

The nearest historic site, which the TSR does not identify, is about 1,900 feet from the
Property. At this distance the proposed use will not have a greater potential for diminishing the
character and significance of historic sites in the vicinity than elsewhere.
II. Specific Criteria for Age-Restricted Adult Housing, Multiplex (§ 131.0.N.1.b)
b. Age-Restricted Adult Housing, Multi-Plex

A Conditional Use may be granted in the R-ED, R-20, R-12, R-SC, R-SA-8, R-H-ED, R-A-15,
R-APT, B-1 or B-2 Districts for age-restricted multi-plex adult housing, provided that:
(1) The landscape character of the site must blend with adjacent residential development. To achieve
this:
(a) Grading and all landscaping shall retain and enhance elements that allow the site to blend and be
compatible with adjacent residential development.

Technical staff reports the site elevation is about 650 feet. The first floor elevation for
buildings 1 and 2 is 652.95 feet and 650.65 feet for buildings 3 and 4, which is consistent with the
existing grade. The existing forest area in the northern section will be preserved and the site will
be enhanced with a Type A perimeter landscape buffer.
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(b) The project shall be compatible with adjacent residential development by providing either:
(i) An architectural transition with buildings near the perimeter that are similar to neighboring dwellings
in scale, materials and architectural detail as demonstrated by architectural elevations or renderings
submitted with the petition, or
(ii) Additional buffering along the perimeter of the site, through retention of existing forest or
landscaping, enhanced landscaping, berms or increased setbacks.

Building elevations submitted with the petition indicate the structures are designed to
present as single-family dwellings with a single entry on each face, pitched roofs, wood/stone
siding, and side oriented garages. The Design Advisory Panel positively reviewed the building
plans. The preserved existing forest area in the northern section will be preserved a Type A
perimeter landscape buffer, together with the 56-foot distance from the development to the east
and the 160-foot distance from the nearest single-family will ensure compatibility.
(2) The following criteria shall be met:
(a) In the residential districts, one multi-plex dwelling unit building is permitted per acre. There shall be
no more than five multi-plex dwelling unit buildings in a development. In the B-1 and B-2 Districts, the
density shall be determined by available water and septic facilities.

Petitioner states in the petition that percolation tests allow five bedrooms per building.
The county shall determine the ultimate density.
(b) The net floor area of a multi-plex dwelling unit building is limited to 5,000 square feet.

The TSR reports each building is 4864sf. RCUP note 12 gives the net floor area as 1927sf.
As a condition of approval, DPZ’s DLD shall calculate the net square footage at the site
development plan stage.
(c) The multi-plex dwellings are limited to age-restricted adult housing. The petition must include copies
of proposed deed restrictions or covenants that establish how the age restrictions required under the
definition of age-restricted adult housing will be implemented and maintained.

Exhibit 2 is the proposed covenant and deed restriction.
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(d) The dwellings will incorporate universal design features from the Department of Planning and
Zoning Guidelines that identify required, recommended, and optional features. The petition shall
include descriptions of the design features of proposed dwellings to demonstrate their appropriateness
for the age-restricted populations. The materials submitted shall indicate how universal design features
will be used to make individual dwellings adaptable to persons with mobility or functional limitations
and how the design will provide accessible routes between driveways, sidewalks, common areas and
dwelling units.

The information included with the petitioner shows these features, including first floor
master bedrooms, ADA accessible bathrooms, at-grade entry (garage), and wide doorways. As a
condition of approval, all pathways and walks shall be ADA accessible.
(e) Properties in the B-1 and B-2 Districts shall be outside of the Planned Service Area and adjoin, or be
within 200 yards of a community shopping center development with a food store greater than 15,000
square feet.

The Property is outside the Planned Service Area and adjoins the Lisbon Shopping Center,
which contains a 33,782sf grocery store.
(f) The development has frontage on and direct access to a public road.

The development fronts on and has direct access to Old Frederick Road, a public road.
(g) The minimum lot size is one gross acre in R-ED and R-20 and 20,000 square feet in R-12.

This standard does not apply to the B-1 zoned Property.
(3) The development shall comply with the following bulk requirements:
(a) Maximum Height
(i) Principal Structures .....34 feet
(ii) Accessory Structures .....15 feet
(b) Minimum structure and use setback from perimeter of development:
(i) From public street right-of-way .....40 feet
(ii) From RC, RR, R-ED, R-20 or R-SC Districts, the setback applicable in the underlying zoning district.
(iii) From Zoning districts other than RC, RR, R-ED, R-20 or R-SC .....20 feet
(c) Minimum structure setback from interior roadway or driveway for units with garages .....20 feet
(d) Minimum structure setback from lot lines:
(i) Side .....10 feet
Except zero lot line dwellings .....0 feet
A minimum of 10 feet must be provided between structures
(ii) Rear .....10 feet
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(e) Minimum distance between principal structures .....10 feet

Mr. Rutter testified to the RCUP complying with all bulk regulations.
(4) At least 35% of the gross site area shall be open space or open area in accordance with the
Subdivision and Land Development Regulations. The open space or open area shall provide amenities
such as pathways, seating areas and outdoor recreation areas for the residents, and shall be protective
of natural features.

RCUP note 11 states 35% of the gross site area shall be open space.
(5) Accessory uses may include social, recreational, educational, housekeeping, security, transportation
or personal services, provided that the use of these services is limited to on-site residents and their
guests.

No accessory uses are proposed.
(6) For developments with more than five multi-plex dwelling unit buildings, at least one on-site
community building or interior community space shall be provided that contains a minimum of 500
square feet.

This standard does not apply. Only four multi-plex dwelling unit buildings are proposed.
(7) The Conditional Use plan and the architectural design of the building(s) shall have been reviewed by
the Design Advisory Panel, in accordance with Title 16, Subtitle 15 of the Howard County Code, prior to
the submission of the Conditional Use petition to the Department of Planning and Zoning. The
Petitioner shall provide documentation with the petition to show compliance with this criterion.

The Design Advisory Review Pan reviewed the plan on January 24, 2018. Meeting
materials and minutes were submitted with the petition.
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Based upon the foregoing, it is this 17th day of January 2019, by the Howard County Board
of Appeals Hearing Examiner, ORDERED:
That the petition of Woodbine/Brantly, LLC for an Age-restricted, Adult Housing, MultiPlex conditional use in a B-2 (Business: General) zoning district is hereby GRANTED.
Provided, however, that:
1. The conditional use shall be conducted in conformance with and shall apply only to the
proposed Age-Restricted Adult Housing development described in the petition and depicted on
the revised Conditional Use Plan and not to any new structures or uses or any additions thereto.
2. Each property with a multi-plex building shall be held in private ownership by one property
owner.
3. DPZ’s Division of Land Development shall calculate the net square building footage at the site
development plan stage to confirm that the net square footage of each multi-plex building unit
is no more than 5,000 square feet.
4. All pathways and walks shall be ADA accessible.
5. Petitioner shall comply with all agency comments.
6. Petitioner shall obtain all required permits.
7. Petitioner shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
HOWARD COUNTY BOARD OF APPEALS
HEARING EXAMINER
________________________________________
Michele L. LeFaivre
Notice: A person aggrieved by this decision may appeal it to the Howard County Board of Appeals
within 30 days of the issuance of the decision. An appeal must be submitted to the Department
of Planning and Zoning on a form provided by the Department. At the time the appeal petition is
filed, the person filing the appeal must pay the appeal fees in accordance with the current
schedule of fees. The appeal will be heard de novo by the Board. The person filing the appeal will
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bear the expense of providing notice and advertising the hearing. In accordance with C.B. 512016, § 1 (HCC Sec. 22.902 - Computation of time), if the deadline to appeal is a Saturday,
Sunday, or holiday, or if the County offices are not open, the deadline shall be extended to the
end of the next open County office business day.

